THE RETREAT OF BRITAIN
bilities, imagine a somewhat far-fetched extension of
it Egypt becomes, like Abyssinia, a member of the
League, no longer a British Protectorate. A Fascist
party arises; has a shot at capturing the Egyptian
Government. Italy recognises the revolutionary
leader as the true government of Egypt. What are
we going to do about it? If we were impotent
to resist Italy in Abyssinia, we should be equally
and Palestine, no Moslem movement has ever had to complain of
her more than correct attitude.'
The document seeks to reassure Egypt, which has grown notice-
ably nervous since it achieved independence. It was this nervous-
ness, I learn, which caused the Egyptian frontier authorities to
ignore the opening of the road at the Egyptian frontier.
An earlier statement by Signor Mussolini that 'Italy has no designs
at any time on Egypt, which I consider as an independent country,
not African, but rather Mediterranean*, is recalled.
The memorandum emphasises what it describes as the contrast
between the religious peace in Libya and the position of Moslems in
other countries * under European influence':
'In Algeria: Rebellion and acts of violence, culminating in the
assassination of the Mufti of Algiers and the attempt on the life
of the Muf u of Constantine.
'In Morocco and Tunisia: Unrest and political agitation of every
type, from Nationalism to Bolshevism.
*In Syria A number of internal and international questions mak-
ing it difScuIt to transform the mandate into self-government.
*In Irak: The bloody overthrow of the Baghdad Government,
whose fault was that it'had been imposed by Britain in consequence
of the Anglo-Irak Treaty.
*In Palestine: Revolt of the Arabs, who are ana-Zionists and anti-
English, which still continues under the surface in spite of cruel
repression.'
And the Rome correspondent of the Telegraph adds this note:
'Signor Mussolini's claim to be the Protector of Islam follows z
long campaign of Italian propaganda broadcast in Arabic from
Ban wireless station. This is expected to have considerable reper-
cussions on British influence in Arab lands.
"The document on Italian policy issued to-day was hurriedly with-
drawn and then reissued in an amended version, with several pas-
sages omitted/
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